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ABSTRACT
Septy DwiWardaniek.2017.Strategies in Learning English for Students with
Autism (A Case Study at the Eight Grade of SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo in the
Academic Year 2017/2018). Thesis. English Education Department, Islamic
Education and Teacher Training Faculty. The State Islamic Institute of Surakarta.
Advisor : Hj. Suprapti, M.Pd.
Key words : Learning strategies, Autism and English Skill.
This thesis is intended to know the strategies in learning English for
students with autism. This thesis covers all things related the strategies to students
with autism, such as the strategy used by students with autism to improve their
English skill. The research was carried out at SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo on July
2017 until September 2017. The object is eight grade students especially students
with autism.
In conducting this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative
research. The research was carried out at SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo on July 2017
until September 2017. The researcher collects the data of this research from the
observation, interview, and documentation. The data are taken from the subjects
of the research in the form of field note from observation, interview script and
document was used to compare the data. The data will be analyzed by three steps.
First is data reduction. Data reduction means a process of choosing, centering
attention, abstracting, and transforming the hard data which is took from field of
research. This process is run since the research happened, from the beginning of
the research until the end. Second is data display. The researcher describes the
information from the data which had been gotten by researcher draw the
conclusion. By presenting the data, the researcher could make the analyzes or take
actions based on her understanding. And the last is verifying data. This is process
to get the meaning of the research. The researcher get the conclusion from the
result of the research.
The result of this research shows that the autism students of this reseacrh
use three kinds of learning strategy based on O’Malley and Charmot including
meta-cognitive strategies, cognitive strategies, and socio-affective strategies in
mastering their English skill. First is metacognitive strategies. The students with
autismapplyone strategy, namely: directed attention to improve their reading skill.
Second is cognitive strategies. The students with autism applyfour strategies, such
as: note-taking and keyword to improve their listening skill. Repetition to improve
their speaking skill, and resourcing translation to improve their reading skill and
writing skill. Third is socioaffective strategies. The students with autism applytwo
strategies, such as: cooperation and question for clarification to improve their
speaking skill and writing skill.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background of the Study
Learning is the lifelong process of transforming information and
experience into knowledge, skills, behavior and attitudes (Jeff Cobb in
www.missiontolearn.com). The activity of someone who learns knowledge
or skill gained from learning. Human learning may occur as part of
education, personal development, schooling or training. Learning is not of
from collection knowledge factual and procedural based learning from
experience and not from changes in the organization and changes resulting
permanent relative. Therefore, learning is process that goes in one person
who change his behavior, good behavior in though and act. In this research
the researcher discuss about learning English.
Learning English involves the four language skills, listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. Students should develop these four
language skill in order that their students could use the skills to
communicate or express their though, feeling and opinions in English. So,
in learning English people need strategies especially for students. In
studying English the student have their own strategies of learning.
Learning strategy is important for second language learners
especially to be master in all English skills. The students need strategies to
make learning English easier and more interesting to learn. Based on
researcher’s experience every students has different strategies to develop
their own skill in learning consciously or unconsciously. Usually, learner
who have special need use more strategies and the learners who have
lower ability use less strategies in learning.
Education for students who have the disorder, the potential
intelligence and talent, and the special need are provided in three different
educational institutions, namely exceptional school (SLB), Extraordinary
Primary school (SDLB) and Inclusive School. Long time ago, students
with special education need must study at SekolahLuarBiasa (SLB), but
now they are allowed to study with regular students. It is arranged in
PeraturanPemerintah No.70 Tahun 2009.
Inclusive school means system of education which gives
opportunity to all children who have special needs to study with the others
students. The purpose of inclusive education are giving chance to children
to get quality education that is suitable with their needs and ability;
realizing education which respects a various people and not discriminating
to children who need special education. In inclusive school, English is also
learned.The students with exceptional also learn English as a second
language, like autism students who cannot focus like normal students,
aggressive, self injuryand interested with their own world, even on that
condition the autism students also want to learn English.
In general, students with autism have the same right opportunities
to learn and master of English. Learning English for autism students is an
incredible challenge, not only because several of them have differences of
characteristics and disabilities in verbal communication, but also they did
not understand the concept meaning of word. Besides, they do not give a
feedback or respect in a verbal communication. Students with autism tend
to echolalia (repeating of word without recognize the meaning of word).
Based on the interview with English teacher and the companion
teacher, when the normal students have some obstacles in learning
English, they will tend to be easier to solve their problem than students
with autism because normal students can learn English by themselves or
share with others. The students with autism find it easy to forget and need
more efforts to understand or at least remember the words because of their
limitedness.
Therefore, the teacher and the companion teacher should apply
different ways and strategy in conveying and transferring the language,
especially to enrich the students with autism skill. Every students has their
own ability and learning strategies. But there are different achievement of
English ability. On the other hand, the autism students cannot understand
the lesson without the companion teacher explanation in detail. Therefore,
the students have different strategy in studying.  Theoretical, the way of
learning is called learning strategy.
Learning strategies are steps taken by students to enhance their
own learning (Oxford, 1990: 1). Learning strategies are among the main
factors that help to determine how, and how well, learners learn foreign
language. According to O’Malley (1990: 188) good learners are aware of
the learning process and of themselves ad learners, and seek to control
their own learning through the use of appropriate learning strategy. Since
the amount of information that must be processed by language learners is
high in language classroom, learners use different language learning
strategies in performing the task, and processing the input they face.
Language learning strategies are good indicators of how learners approach
task or problem encountered during the process of language learning.
O’Malley, et al. (1985: 582-584) divide language learning
strategies into three main subcategories namely, meta-cognitive strategies,
cognitive strategies and socio-affective strategies. Meta-cognitive is a term
to express executive function, strategies that require planning for learning,
thinking about the learning process, as it is taking place, monitoring of
one’s production or comprehension and evaluating learning after an
activity is completed. Cognitive strategies are more limited to specific
tasks in learning and they involve more direct manipulation of the learning
materials itself. As the socio-affective strategies, it can be stated that they
are related with social mediating activity and transacting with others.
In this opportunity, the researcher is interested in doing research in
SM Al -FirdausSukoharjo because this school is the Inclusive School in
Sukoharjo which accommodates and educates those normal students and
exceptional children especially the students with autism. It has located in
Jl. Al Kautsar, Mendungan, Pabelan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. SM Al -
Firdaus stand upon 2005. This school has two levels, there are junior high
schol and senior high school, so this school SM (high school).
As role model of school in Sukharjo, SM Al - Firdaus has
implemented 2013 curriculum and Yayasan. The approach which is in line
with the use 2013 curriculum is scientific. Scientific approach which is
applied in some techniques require basic steps as the following: observing,
questioning, associating, experimenting, communicating. They are the
concept, formulation and practice in  the field and the lack of availability
of facilities and infrastructure to support a learning completeness.
The researcher was carried out thepre-observation in SM Al-
Firdaus Sukoharjo, in class taught by Miss Iskawati, S.Pd. The researcher
doing four time of pre-observation in the teaching learning process in the
class. The first pre-observation was conducted on Thursday, June 15th
2017. The teacher taught in class VIII, to teach English the teacher directly
translates the words from English to Indonesia. While, relating to the word
pronunciation, the companion teacher helps the students with autism by
write down the pronunciation of words on the paper. The English teacher
usually wrote the difficult words in English to Indonesia and how to read.
The second pre-observation was conducted on Friday, 16th 2017 in
class VIII. The teacher was carried out picture and paper containing image
as a medium to deliver the material. The teacher delivered material about
hobby, the teacher gave question to students one by one, and the
companion teacher helped the students with autism to do answer the
question if the students cannot answer the question. The lesson will be
repeated if the students difficult to understand the material. Strategies in
learning English for normal students is different from learning English
with students with autism.
The third pre-observation was conducted on Thursday, 22th 2017.
Teacher delivered the same material. On the other hand, the task was same
with normal students and students with autism. Teacher did not use other
media, she use some picture to match. In class VIII the students were in
quiet condition. The students with autism also active in group discussion.
The fourth pre-observation was conducted on Friday, 23th 2017.
Teacher did not ask students to work in group discussion because she
delivered material about simple tense. The teacher explained about the
material and gives example. The characters of the students with autism on
that class are different, the teacher have some technique how to
communicate with autismstudents. Usually the companion teacher have to
repeat what the English teacher  said.
There are many facilities that support on teaching at school such as
LCD, music studio, lunch, field, laboratory listening, library, mosque,
canteen, and special service unit for disable students such as PUSPA
(PusatPelayananAnakBerkebutuhanKhusus), therapy, and one day one
service.
However, they have many barriers to follow the education. Their
intellectual function is verbal disorder, they have echolalia, aggressive,
self injury, rigid routines, self stimulation, and interested with their own
world. The educational institutions definitely have effective strategies to
educate them. It is an attractive case that made the researcher did an
observation. The students with autism that is considered still has potential
in control the subject, and able to sustain own life, became an object of
this observation.
Based on the case and background of study above, the researcherto
conduct the research with the title “STRATEGIES IN LEARNING
ENGLISH FOR STUDENTS WITH AUTISM (A Case Study at the Eight
Grade of SM Al -FirdausSukoharjo in Academic Year 2017/2018)”.
B. Identification of the Problem
Based on the background statement above, the researcher can be
formulate the problem identification follows:
1. What method do the autism students use in learning English.
2. What are the difficulties faced by the autism students in learning
English.
3. How are the learning strategies used by autism students in learning
English.
C. Limitation of the Problem
Based on the research background above, the researcher would like
to limit the problem to avoid misunderstanding and to make the study
more clearly. The researcher focuses on the strategies in learning English
for students with Autism to eighth grade students of SM Al - Firdaus
Sukoharjo in academic year 2017/2018.
The researcher focuses to strategies in learning English for students
with Autism to eighth grade students of SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo in
academic year 2017/2018. It is reasonable for researcher to choose the title
in this research.
D. Problem Formulation
Based on the explanation above in previous section, the researcher
is able to identify the problem at SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo. The problem
is:  “How is the strategy in learning English for students with autismat the
eight grade students of SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic year
2017/2018?”
E. The Objectives of the Study
Based on the problem formulation, the object of the study of this
research is to discribe the strategy in learning English for students with
Autismat the eighth grade students of SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo in
academic year 2017/2018.
F. Benefit of the Study
The result of the study can give the following benefit:
1. Theoretical Benefit
a. The result of the research can be used as the reference for those
who want to conduct a research in learning strategies of foreign
language, especially English.
b. The result of the research can be useful for English teachers in
their teaching English.
2. Practical Benefit
a. For the teachers
The result of this study will be useful for the teacher,
especially those who teach English for students with autism.
So, they will understand how to study English for students with
autism. Then, for teacher generally it can add their knowledge
about autism.
b. For the parents
The researcher hopes that the parents realize that the
importance of education for students with special need. So,
parents can find the suitable treatment and education for them.
c. For the researcher
The result of the study will give experience and that will be
useful for her to conducts a better research in the future.
G. Definition of the Key Terms
1. Learning
C.T Morgan (2009:4 in Sobry) states “is relatively permanent
change in an individual’s knowledge or behavior that result from
previousb experience”.
2. Learning Strategies
Learning strategies are the various operations that learners use in
order to make sense of their learning (Wenden in An Overview of
Language Learning Strategies, 1987a: 7-8)
3. Autism is a lifelong developmental disability that prevents
individuals from property understanding what they see, hear and
otherwise sense. This result is serve problem of social relationship,
communications, and behavior (Treatment and Educational of
Autistic and Communication Handicapped Children Program, in
Yuwono 2004:25)
4. Students with autism is complex developmental disability that
typically appears during the first 3 years of life. Autism is a
developmental disabilities conditions of students including of
complex neurological in long life which comprise of behavior
aspect, emotion, social interaction, language, communication and
interaction also disabilities on emotional managerial and sensorical
perception even in motorical aspect.
5. SM Al-Firdaus is one of the Inclusive Schools in Sukoharjo. There
are many intelligent students who study there. SM Al - Firdaus is
education unit in under institute of education Al - Firdaus stand
upn 2005. The location of SM Al - Firdaus in street Al Kautsar in
area Pabelan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. (academic hand book
2016/2017 of SM Al - Firdaus).
CAPTHER II
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE
A. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION
1. Nature of Learning Strategies
A strategy is useful for learner if it suits well with the learner’s
task, fits with the learner’s learning style, and links it with another
relevant strategy (Fauziati, 2010: 150). A given strategy is neither
good nor bad, it is neutral. Under these condition, the strategies will
“make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self directed, more
effective, and more transferable to new situations” (Oxford, 2002: 362
in Teaching English As A Foreign Language/TEFL).
Wenden (1987a: 7-8) in An Overview of Language Learning
Strategies says “Learning strategies are the various operation that
learners use in order to make sense of their learning”. Learning
Strategies (in language learning) is a way in which a learner attempt to
work out the meaning and uses of word, grammatical rules and other
aspects of a language (Richards, 1990: 162)
The learner brings to school knowledge and experiences on
which to build, and strategies to assist in the learning. However,
knowledge, attitudes, and strategic learning can also provide us with
information concerning the learner and may prove to be critical
features when determining how to facilitate learning. A student’s
strategies for learning also affect the teaching-learning process
(Sharon, 2012: 17-18).
Meanwhile, strategies with regard to learning according to
Brown (2001: 201) defined strategies as specific method of
approaching a problem or task, modes of operation for achieving a
particular end, or planned designs for controlling and manipulating
certain information. Other definition is put from Richard and Platt
(1992: 209) state that learning strategies are intentional behavior and
thoughts used by learners during learning so as to better help them
understand, learn or remember new information.
According to the explanation above learning strategies is so
important to someone when learning English. Learning strategies help
the student in study English more effective to new situations, easier,
enjoyable, faster. The learning strategies that they used give impact for
the result of English lesson in their school.
2. Classification of Language Learning Strategies
Based on O’Malley et al (1985: 582) in Teaching English as A
Foreign Language/TEFL divide language learning strategy into three
main subcategories, namely meta-cognitive strategies, cognitive
strategies and socio-affective strategies. Firstly, meta-cognitive
strategies refer to a term used in information-processing theory to
indicate an “executive” function, that is, the strategies which involved
planning for learning, thinking about learning process as it is taking
place, monitoring of one’s production or comprehension, and
evaluating learning after an activity is completed. Among the main
meta-cognitive strategies, it is possible to include advance organizers,
directed attention, selective attention, self-management, functional
planning, self-monitoring, delayed production, self-evaluation.
O’Malley et al (1985: 582-584) in Teaching English As A Foreign
Language/TEFL, secondly, cognitive strategies are more limited to
specific learning task and they more involve more direct manipulation
of the learning material itself. Repetition, resourcing, translation,
grouping, note-taking, deduction, recombination, imagery, auditory
representation, key word, contextualization, elaboration, transfer,
inferencing are among the most important cognitive strategies. Thirdly,
socio-affective strategies have to do with social mediating activities
and interacting with others.
a. Metacognitive strategies
Based on O’Malley and Chamot (1990: 44-45) says that
metacognitive language learning strategies are higher-order
thinking skills that students use to manage their own language
learning. These strategies include planning for language learning,
monitoring language learning and evaluating success in language
learning.
Metacognitive strategies go beyond the cognitive
mechanism and give learners to coordinate their learning. This
helps them to plan language learning in an efficient way. When
new vocabulary, rules and writing system confuse the learner,
these strategies become vital for successful language learning.
Three sets of strategies belong to this group and they are
Centering Your Learning, Arranging and planning Your Learning
and Evaluating Your Learning. The aim of centering learning is to
give a focus to the learner so that the attention could be directed
toward certain language activities or skills. Arranging and
planning learning help learners to organize so they may get
maximum benefit from their energy and effort. Evaluating
learning helps learners with problems like monitoring errors and
evaluation of progress.
Here is an example of arranging and planning learning.
For a learner who wants to listen to the news in the target
language can plan the task by first determining what topics might
be covered in the program. Most news programs have segments
of politics and economics. The learner can look up the words
related to the topics before listening to the news. This would
better prepare the learner.
a) Advance Organizers
It is previewing the main idea and concepts of the material
to be learned, often by skimming of the text for organizing
principle. For example, the students review before they go
into class.
b) Directed Attention
It is deciding in advance to attend in general to a learning
task and to ignore irrelevant distracters. For example, the
student reading the text to make understand about the
content of text.
c) Selective Attention
It is attending to key words, phrases, ideas, linguistic
markers. type of information. For examples, choosing the
familiar topic to practice English orally.Writing some
important words to help memorize the dialog.
d) Self-Management
It is to get understand the condition that help students and
regulate the existence of these conditions. For example, the
students make a calm condition when study in classroom or
in outside of class.
e) Functional Planning
It is planning for and rehearsing linguistics components
necessary to carry out on upcoming language task. For
example, a student make summary of the materials to
prepare the final exam.
f) Self-Monitoring
It is correcting one's comprehension during listening or
reading or checking the accuracy and appropriateness of
one's written production while it is taking place. For
example, the students ask to their friends to monitoring and
correcting the wrong words when they memorize
something.
g) Delayed Production
Consciously deciding to postpone speaking in order to learn
initially through listening comprehention. For example, you
talk when you have to, but keep it short and hope you will
be understood.
h) Self-Evaluation
It is checking the outcomes of one's own language learning
against a strandard after it has been completed. For
example, The students try to speak with foreign tourist to
practice speaking skill.
Metacognitive strategies refer to learners' behavior in
centering, arranging, planning and evaluating their learning.
Metacognitive strategies encompass a) playing attention; b)
delaying speech production to focus on listening; c) organizing; d)
setting goals and objectives; e) planning for a language task; self
and g) self evaluating.
b. Cognitive Strategies
Based on Alberta (2009: 64) cognitive language learning
strategies include using different techniques for remembering new
words and phrases, deducing grammar rules, applying previously
learner rules, guessing at the meaning of unknown words and using
a variety of ways to organize new information and link the new
information to previously learned language.
O’Malley and Charmot (1990: 44-45) divide cognitive
strategies into four sets are practicing, receiving and sending
messages, analyzing and reasoning, and creating structure for input
and output. Practicing is the most important in this group which can
be achieved by repeating, working with sounds, and using patterns.
The tools or receiving and sending messages are used when
learners try to find the main idea through skimming and scanning.
The adult’s learners commonly use analyzing and reasoning
strategies. These are used to understand the meaning and
expression of the target language. These are also to make new
expression.
Here is an example of a learner who practices with sounds
of the words that have letters ough. The words through, though,
tough and trough contain ough but sound different. To understand
them better the learner may make own phonetic spelling: throo,
thow, turr and troff.
a) Repetition
It is imitating a language model, including overt practice and
silent rehearsal. For example, the student repeats a text more
than one until mastered.
b) Resourcing Translation
It is using target language reference materials and the first
language as a base for understanding and/or producing the
second language. For example.the students make the dialog
in Indonesia then translate it to English.
c) Grouping
It is rearranging that shoud be learned based on the general
materials. For example, the students organising learning on
the basis of common attributes.
d) Note-Taking
It is writing down the key words or concepts in abbreviated
verbal, graphic, or numerical form while listening or reading.
For example, the student prepares book to catch the all
materials while listening section.
e) Deducation
It is consciously applying the rules to use and understand
second language. For example, the student conscious
application of rules to processing the second language.
f) Recombination
It is contracting a meaningful sentence or larger language
sequence by combining known elements in a new way. For
example, the students apply basic knowledge and material
(tenses) in a paragraph.
g) Imagery
It is linking new information with visual concepts in the
memory through visualization in order to remember easily.
For example, the students use illustration that has relation
with the topic in order to memorize more fast.
h) Auditory Representation
It is using sound to memorize words, phrases or sentence. For
example, when you are trying to learn how to say something,
speak it in your mind first.
i) Keyword
It is remembering a new word in the second language by (1)
identifying a familiar word in the first language that sounds
like or otherwise resembles the new word and, (2) generating
easily recalled images of some relationship between the new
word and the familiar word. For example, identifying a
familiar words that the students hear.
j) Contextualization
It is placing a word or phrase in a meaningful language
sequence. For example, when the student study about simple
past tense they try to make story about legend.
k) Elaboration
It is relating new information to prior knowledge, relating
different parts of new information to associations with
thenew information. For example, the student relating new
information to other concepts in memory.
l) Transfer
It is using conceptual or linguistics knowledge to make easier
in second language learning task. For example, if the student
talking about something he/she has already learnt (in
English), all he/she has to do is remember the information
and try to put into Indonesia.
m) Inferencing
It is using available information to guess meanings of new
items, predict outcomes, or fill in missing information. For
example, the student things of the whole meaning of the
sentence, and then he/she can get the meaning of new word.
Cognitive strategies are typically found to be the most
popular strategies with language learners. They help learners (1) to
say or do something over and over; (2) to practice sound as
pronunciations and intonation; (3) to use skimming to determine
the main idea or scanning to find specific details of interest; (4) to
ride down the main idea or specific points; and (5) to make a
summary or abstract of a longer passage.
c. Socioaffective Strategies
Based on Alberta (2009: 64) socioaffective language
learning strategies are actions learners take during or related to
interactions with others to assist or enhance their own language
learning. These strategies include methods students use to regulate
their emotions, motivation and attitudes to help them learn the
language.
Socioaffective strategies are very important in learning a
language because language is used in communication and
communication occurs between people. O’Malley and Charmot
divided socioaffective strategies into three sets of strategies are;
Asking Questions, Cooperating with others, and Empathizing with
others.Among three, asking questions is the most helpful and
comes closest to understanding the meaning. It also helps in
conversation by generating response from the partner and shows
interest and involvement.
Cooperation with others eliminates competition and in its
place brings group spirit. Studies show that cooperative learning
result in higher self esteem, increased confidence and rapid
achievement. Learners do not naturally apply cooperative strategies
because of strong emphasis put on competition by educational
institutions. Sometimes competition brings a strong wish to
perform better than others, but it often results in anxiety and fear of
failure. It is important to help learners change their attitudes from
confrontation and competition to cooperation.
Empathy is very important in communication. Empathy
means to put oneself in someone else situation to understand that
person point of view. Learners can use social strategies to develop
cultural understanding and become aware of thoughts and feelings
of others learners can apply the strategy of cooperating with others
by doing something together in the language they are learning.
Daily telephone conversation with a friend in the target language is
an example to practice listening and speaking skills.
a) Cooperation
It is working together with one or more friends to get
feedback, get information, solve problem, or get language
activity model. For example, the students cooperate with their
friends to make discussion to choose the suitable topic.
b) Question for Clarification
It is asking to teacher or peer to reply, explain, and give
examples about language learning difficulties. For example,
the students ask the correct pronunciation to their friends or
private teacher.
Affective strategies refer to how learners can lower their
anxieties; control their emotion and how they motivate their
learning. They involve (1) using music; (2) progressive relaxation,
deep breathing or meditation; (3) taking risk wisely; (4) writing a
language diary; and (5) discussing learner's feeling with someone
else.
Social strategies refer to learners' activities involving other
people, for instance, by asking question to their teacher or their
colleagues, by cooperating with peers, and by asking correction.
They encompass asking for clarification or verification; (2)
cooperating with proficient language users; (3) developing cultural
understanding; and (4) becoming aware others' thoughts and
feelings.
3. The Concept of Autism
a. Definition of Autism
The term of autism come from the word "autos" which
means own self and "isme" which means concept or ideology, it
can be assumed that autism is the concept which means they are
interested with their own world (Suryana: 2004), Meanwhile,
according to TEACCH (in Yuwono, 2004: 25) autism is a life-long
developmental disability that prevents people from understanding
what they see, hear, and otherwise sense. This results in severe
problems with social relationships, communication, and behaviour.
Baron-Cohen, Leslie &Frith (1985) stated that autism is a
behaviorally defined neurodevelopmental disorder that impairs
social, language, and adaptive functioning, examination of the
cognitive origins of the behaviors characteristic of autistic has led
to a greater understanding of this complex disorder and has
resulted in several models of autistic. The recognition of deficits in
theory of mind in individuals with autistic yielded better
understanding of the communicative and social impairments.
According to American Psychiatric Association (In
Ministry Education of Columbia, 2000:3) defines autism as
pervasive developmental disorder characterized by impairments in
communication and social interaction, restricted, repetitive, and
stereotype patterns of behaviour, interests and activities. This
results in severe problems with social relationships,
communication, and behaviour. Meanwhile, According to William
and Wright (2004: 13) they affirm that autism is a developmental
disorder that normally becomes evident in the first three years of a
child's life, Symptoms of autism vary widely and may include (1)
repetitive use of objects, inability to communicate clearly, (2)
resistance to changes in routine, and (3) difficulty with social
interaction.
Based on some definitions explained above, it can be
concluded that autism is evident in the first three years of a child's
life, it is also life-long developmental disability that prevents
people from understanding what they see, hear, and otherwise
sense.This result in severe problems with social relationships,
communication, behavior, and neurodevelopmental disorder that
impaire social, language, and adaptive functioning.
b. Causes of Autism
According to Education Ministry of Columbia (2000: 4) the
cause or combination of causes of autism is not fully known. There
is growing evidence that autism is a genetic condition, and that
there are likely several different genes involved. The mode of
genetic transmission appears complex, and scientists are focusing
their work on ending which genes may be involved and how these
genes are affected. So far, it appears that for at least a significant
subgroup of persons with autism, there is a genetic susceptibility
which differs across families (that is, different genes may be
responsible in different families).
There is also evidence that there may be a higher
prevalence among children with autism of problems very early in
the mother's pregnancy, at birth, or even after birth than for
children who do not have autism. Early life events and
environmental factors may interact significantly with genetic
susceptibility in the child.
Recently, various types of investigations, including imaging
studies, electro-encephalograpic studies, tissue studies on autopsy
material, and neuro-chemical studies, have provided further
evidence of a biological basis for autism. The brains of individuals
with autism appear to have some structural and functional
differences from the brains of other people. Anomalies in the brain
stem and cranial nerves have been found. On going research may
one day pinpoint the exact genes and other conditions that combine
to cause autism.
c. Characteristic and Criteria Students with autism
Yuwono (2006: 27) stated that students with autism have
three characteristics, there are: disabilities in behavior, social
interaction and language communications. Then, Yuwono (2006:
28) make a characteristic classification for students with autism.
Those are some characters of students with autism:
a) Behavior (rigid routine, tantrum, jump, careless in their
environment, indirectioned).
b) Social Interaction (lack of eyes contact, own world, lack of
emphaty).
c) Language and Communication (verbal disorder, echolalia,
lack of pay attention with others)
Yuwono (2006: 44) also states the others behavior of
autism in several behaviors. There are:
a) Aggressive
Aggressive on students with autism which means that they
have over aggressive behavior, they will be mad or cry
without reasonable cause.
b) Self Injury
Self injury means that manifestation of behavioral autism to
do injury with themselves.
c) Rigid Routines
Rigid Routines means that students with autism is tend to do
imitation in certainly pattern, then if their pattern will be
changed, they will be shocked.
d) Self stimulation
Self stimulations means that students with autism have
characteristic especially in their body movement such as: hand
flapping, visual self stimulation ( focus on round shapes), and
interested on circle movement.
e) Echolalia
Echolalia means repeating of words or phrases for autism that
they do not know the meaning.
Another characteristics also mentioned by many experts,
Garside et al. (2000: 9-13) elaborate common characteristics of
people with autistic which are also supported by other experts as
follows:
a) Communication characteristics
All people with autism experience language and
communication difficulties although there are differences
among individuals. Those difficulties are: (1) relating with
non-verbal communication covering inappropriate facial
expression, unusual use of gestures, lack of eye contact, and
lack of focused attention; (2) echolalia, either immediate or
delayed literal repetition of other' speech; and (3) pragmatic
difficulties including problem in initiating communication,
inability to maintain conversation on a topic, and in
appropriate interrupting.
b) Impaired in Social interaction
Garside et al. (2000: 11) stated that people with autism
demonstrate qualitative differences in social interaction and
often have difficulties in establishing relationship. Nolen-
Hoeksema (2004: 470) stated that autistic infants seem not to
connect with other people including their parent.
c) Unusual behavior
Garside et al. (2000: 13), unusual behavior of autistic
individuals canbe seen in several ways such as: (1) restricted
range of interests and a preoccupation with one specific
interest or object; (2) fascination with movement such as the
spinning of a fan or turning wheels on toys; and (3) insistence
on sameness and resistance to change.
According to the explanation above, autism is complex
condition for students especially in special need, because it covers
some aspect. They have disabilities in verbal communication and
respect. Communication is essential part of individual to share
information and deliver an idea or concept. In fact, autism student
get difficult in this aspect.
d. Intelligence levels of students with autism
Pusponegoro and Solek (2007) said that intelligence levels
of students with autism are divided into three (3) levels, they are;
1) Low Functioning (Low IQ)
If the sufferers are included in low functioning (Low IQ), it can
he predicted that they cannot live independently,theyalways
need help from others.
2) Medium Functioning (Medium IQ)
If the sufferers are included in Medium Functioning (Medium
IQ), it can be predicted that they still can live with the society
and they can enter the school which special for students with
autism.
3) High Functioning (High IQ)
If the suffers are included in High Functioning (High IQ). It
can be predicted that in the future, they can live independently
and they have intention to involve with other people. Event
successful. They may also have a family.
e. Learning Characteristics forStudents with Autism.
According to Ministry of Education in British Columbia
(2000: 14) People with autism have a psycho-educational profile
that is different from normally developing individuals. Studies
show that there may be deficits in many cognitive functions, yet,
not all are affected. In addition, there may be deficits in complex
abilities, yet the simpler abilities in the same area may be intact.
Current research identifies the following cognitive features
associated with autism:
1) Deficits in paying attention to relevant cues and information,
and in attending to multiple cues.
2) Receptive and expressive language impairments, particularly
the use of language to express abstract concepts.
3) Deficits in concept formation and abstract reasoning.
4) Impairment in social cognition, including deficits in the
capacity to share attention and emotion with others, and to
understand the feelings of others.
5) Inability to plan, organize, and solve problems.
f. Learning Strategies in Study English for Autism students
English is part of the communication skill. Learning
English for autism is important thing to recognize them about
language. Expanding the communication skills especially English
for autism students is one of the greatest challenges for teachers
and families. Most people are unaware of the complexity of normal
communication because children develop these skills
automatically, usually by the age of three or four. Many autism
students have not developed the skills they need for spontaneous
communication. It is a priority to help autism students developing
communication skills so they are able to express their wants and
needs, to interact socially, share information, express emotions,
and protest or escape aversive situations. (Garside et al, 2000: 44)
Programs to facilitate the development of communication
especially English may begin in structured setting. However,
promoting generalization and facility in using language requires
that interventions take place in natural setting. Functional language
skills are best taught in the social context where they will be used
and where they have real meaning. The classroom and school
environments provide a wealth of opportunities for developing
functional communication within social contexts, and promoting
generalization. However, opportunity alone will not address the
communication needs of the autism students. The specific skills
requiring instruction and strategies for developing the targeted
skills must be identified. (Garside et al 2000:45)
Thefollowing
aresomegeneralstrategiesandsuggestionstoassist with
communication and language(Manuelet al., 2005,p. 45-47):
1) Focus on developing interaction and communication in
the environments in which the child actually
communicates.
2) For the young child it may be necessary to provide some
structured teaching to develop social and communicative
play. This can be done through the provision of structured
play opportunities which incorporate the child‘s interests.
Modeling, physical prompts, visual cues and
reinforcement are used to facilitate attention, imitation,
communication and interaction.
3) Use vocabulary and sentence level appropriate to the
student‘s comprehension capability. Use language that is
clear, simple and concise. For students with more severe
communication disabilities, choose familiar, specific, and
concrete words, and repeat as necessary.
4) The use of visual supports may aid in obtaining and
maintaining attention.
5) It may be necessary to talk more slowly or to pause
between words to allow time for the student to process
the information. The pace of speech is dependent on the
ability of the individual child.
6) When working with students who are higher functioning,
it is easy to assume that the student is understanding
information, particularly if they are able to repeat it.
However, even though there may be good recall, the
understanding may not be there. It is important to avoid
long strings of information, to use visual supports to aid
comprehension, and to check for understanding.
7) Use social stories to explain events/activities.
8) Teach new vocabulary in a variety of contexts and using a
visually- based approach.
9) Set up   communication   opportunities   to   encourage
expression including:
a) Situations to encourage requests, such as for food, a
toy or help.
b) Situations to encourage negation such as refusing a
food or toy, protesting when asked to do something,
or indicating when the student wants to stop.
c) Situations to encourage commenting, such as
labeling pictures in books, or objects from a box,
greetings or play activities.
d) Virtually   all   individuals   with   autism   have
difficulty   with pragmatics (the interpretation and
use of language in social situations). Even those
individuals who have a good vocabulary and appear
to have a command of the language may have a
restricted understanding of social and conversational
interactions. The social use of language is an
important area for instruction for students with
autism.
e) Students also need opportunities for social
interactions and community-based experiences in
order to practice the skills.
f) Students with autism need structured lessons on how
to listen. Reinforcing   listening   efforts   may   be
necessary   rather   than assuming that listening is an
expected and automatic behavior. Breaking listening
down into components for the student and
reinforcing each component may be helpful. For
example, teach the student to face the speaker, look
at one spot (which does not mean they must make
eye contact), and place hands in a planned position.
Praise, or otherwise reward, each step.
B. Language Skill
1. Listening Skill
Listening is the language skill that used most frequently, it has
been estimated that adults spend almost half their communication time
listening, and students may receive as much as 90% of their in school
information through listening to instructions and to one another
(Fauziati, 2010: 3). According to H. Douglass Brown in Improving
Students Listening Ability Using Cartoon Movie divided the type of
listening into four types, there are:
a. Intensive is listening for perception of the component
(phonemes, word, intonation, etc) of a larger stretch of the
language.
b. Responsive is listening to a relatively short stretch of language
(a greeting, question, command, comprehension check, etc) in
order to make an equality short response.
c. Selective is listening to the short monologs for several minutes
in order to scan certain information (e.g classroom direction for
a teacher, TV, or radio news item, or story).
d. Extensive is listening to develop a top-down, global
understanding of long speech or conversation and it has
comprehensive purpose, (e.g listening to get the idea, making
reference from all of part of listening).
From the discussion about it, listening is the ability to identify
and understand what over are saying. This involves understanding a
speaker’s accent or pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary and the
students know about the purpose listening, the students can focus to
listen. Then the teacher help students to understand what they hear.
2. Speaking Skill
According to Homby (1995: 826) in Improving Students’
Speaking Trough Short Story Telling, speaking is making use of words
in an ordinary voice, offering words, knowing and being able to use a
language expressing one-self in word and making speech. The
elements of speaking skill according to Harmer (1998: 266-271) in
Improving Students’ Speaking Through Short Story Telling, there are
four elements in the speech process, those elements are:
a. Pronunciation
Pronunciation is the students’ way to utter English well. Besides,
pronunciation is one of the difficult language components
because it deals with phonology.
b. Vocabulary
Vocabulary means the appropriate diction which is used in
conversation. Without having a sufficient vocabulary, one cannot
communicate effectively or express ideas in both oral and written
form.
c. Grammar
It concerns with how to arrange a correct sentence in
conversation.
d. Fluency
It can be defined ability to speak fluency and accurately suited
with professional necessity. Basically, being fluent means being
able to keep the language corning.
From the discussion about it, speaking is the ability to identify
and understand what our self speak. This involves understanding a
pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary and fluency the students know
about the purpose speaking, the students can focus to speak. Then the
teacher help students to understand what they say.
3. Writing Skill
Writing as a process of expressing ideas or though in word
should be done at our leisure (Susanto Leo dkk, 2007:1). Brown and
Hood (1989: 6) describe three main stage of the writing process:
preparing to write, drafting, and revising.
a. Preparing to write
Most writing requires some preparation. It depends on the reade,
purpose, content, and writing situation.
b. Drafting
The drafting stage is where you really begin writing. There are
some ideas which are used in drafting, such as using the writing
space, getting started and keeping going.
c. Revising.
It involves checking that the content and purpose are clear and
appropriate for the reader, in the particular writing situation. It
involves arranging, changing, adding, leaving out words and so
on.
From the discussion about it, writing is the ability to identify
and understand what other are write. This involves understanding a
preparing to write, drafting, and revising the students know about the
purpose writing, the students can focus to write. Then the teacher help
students to understand what they write.
4. Reading Skill
According to Fauziati (2010:38-40), there are several activities
that can provide knowledge to help learners from predictions in
develop reading skill:
a. Advance Organizer
Selgeri in Fauziati (2010: 38) states that using advance organizer
means that before he students are given actual text, the teacher
gives them a ‘similar text’ dealing with same topic.
b. Previewing
Previewing is one of the activities while students read a text.
Before learners read the text, teachers should give some
information about the text. This activity will help students to point
out the main idea of the text. In this case the teacher can review
titles, section headings, and photo caption to get a sense of the
structure and content of the reading section.
From the discussion about it, reading is the ability to identify and
understand what other are read. This involves understanding a advance
organize and previewing the students know about the purpose reading, the
students can focus to read. Then the teacher help students to understand
what they read.
C. SM AL – Firdaus
Secondary school (SM) Al - Firdaus is an educational unit under
the auspices of the foundation of Al - Firdaus educational institution wich
was estabilished in 2005 with a decision letter no. 12 year 2005 on the
estabilishment of Al - Fidaus secondary school as a continuation of
previous education (presschool and primary school education park).
Thanks to the demand of societyfor the quality of Islamic education that
is of good quality, modern, and professional, SM Al - Firdaus integrates
education based on education for all. SM Al - Firdaus estabilished
cooperation both nationally and internationally as a step to answer the
global challenge by carrying out cultural, natural, and language misssion
such as in the form of students exchange with Islamic school in Europe.
Besides, by carrying the concept of “green school” environment SM Al -
Firdaus wide green enough shade, suitble for comfortable study place,
shady and beautiful.
1. Vision of SM Al - Firdaus
b. The estabished of competitive and Islamic school human
resource as well as the benefit for the people based on the Qur’an
and As-Sunnah.
c. The realization of schools that excel in evironmental
management through conversation activities environmental
functions, prevention of pollution and environmental damage.
2. Misson of SM Al – Firdaus
a.Creating a condusive educational environment for the development
of competitive and Islamic human resorces
b. Developing a quality school by applying the principles of modern
Isamic management.
c. Developing active, creative, effective, inspiraional and fun
learning by considering the diversity of potential learners.
d. Develop the necessary educational resource for the provision of
quality schools.
e. Gave birth to the school as an Islamic da’wah institution in a
broad sense
f. Encourage the school community to realize the ideal environment
(clean,  healthy, cool, and beautiful) through the conversation of
environmental functions, prevention of pollution and
environmental damage.
3. The purpose of SM Al – Firdaus
a. Enchange faith and devotion, knowledge and life skills in a
cmpetitive environment based on the Qur’an and As – Sunnah.
b. Realizing competitive and Islamic graduates and having
readiness to follow advanced education.
c. Improving shccol environmental management by schol residents
through conversation activities, preventing, pollution, and
environmental damage in te concept of learning.
D. Previous Study
In the study, the researcher found some previous study who used
the research about learning strategies, but actually the researcher has
different focus of the research with her. The first previous research is
“Learning Strategies in Reading Used by The Second Year Students of
SMA Muhammadiah 1 Surakarta”. This thesis was written by SeptiTriana
(UMS, 2012). In this research the researcher found three subject of this
research use metacognitive, cognitive strategy, cognitive strategy and
social affective strategy based on O’Malley and Chamot to improve their
reading skill.
The second research is “Proses Pembelajaran Inklusi Untuk Anak
Berkebutuhan Khusus (ABK) Kelas V SD Negeri Giwangan
Yogyakarta”was made by Rindi Lelly Anggraini in academic year
2013/2014. She is from Universitas Islam Negeri Sunan Kalijaga
Yogyakarta. Some things in the previous study are similar with this study.
The differences between the previous study and this study is about the
subject of the study. In the previous study, the subject of study is the
students with disabilities in the fifth grade of elementary school, whereas
the subject of this study is the students with autism in the junior high
school.
The third research is “A Descriptive study on English Vocabulary
Teaching Learning Process at the First Year of Mild Mental Retardation
Students of SMPLB ABC YKAB Boyolali in academic Year of 2013/2014”.
This thesis was written by Noer Rochmah students at IAIN Surakarta. The
similarities between the previous research and research are that the
research design is descriptive qualitative. The differences between the
previous study and this study is about the subject of the study. In the
previous study, the subject of study is the students with Mild Mental
Retardation  in the first grade, whereas the subject of this study is the
students with autism in the junior high school.
Based on the research above, the researcher interested to make a
similar research about strategies in learning English. The first focus on
learning strategies and  the second research focus in study English. The
present study deals with learning strategies in study English  used by
autism student at the eight grade students of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo in
academic year 2017/2018. So, it can be said that the presents study has the
similarities and differences from the previous study above.
CHAPTHER III
RESEACRH METHODOLOGY
I. Research Method
The type of this research is descriptive qualitative in which the
researcher collects, classifies and analyes the data. Descriptive qualitative
is the form of written or oral words from people and their behaviour that
are observed. Descriptive qualitative can be defined as unpacking the
content and nature of particular phenomenon or theme. The main ask is to
display data in way that is conceptually pure, makes distincions that are
meaningful and provides content that is illuminating.
In qualitative method, researcher interacted with people in natural
setting because researcher tried to get deeply involved in the world of
people being study. The researcher can do all these activities by using
observation and interview. Thus, the researcher observed directly to the
subject. The researcher aims to describe the strategies in learning English
for students with autism at the eight grade students of SM Al – Firdaus
Sukoharjo in academic year 2017/2018.
J. Setting of The Research
1. Place of Research
The researcher will observe the learning strategies used by
students with autism, observing the autism students learning activity
in the classroom and analyzing the learning strategies is used by
students. The research will be conducted at SM Al - FirdausSukoharjo
in academic year of 2017/2018. SM Al - FirdausSukoharjo is located
in Jl. Al Kautsar, Mendungan, Pabelan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. SM Al
-FirdausSukoharjo is the first inclusive school in Sukoharjo. There are
grade of education, such as: play group, elementary school, junior
high school and senior high school.
2. Time of Research
This research was conducted the research from April 2017
untilSeptember 2017.
No Activities
Months
April May June July August Sept
1 submission the title
2
discussion the
proposal
3 Writing the proposal
4 Proposal seminar
5
Revising the
proposal
6 Doing the research
Table 3.1: Research Timeline
K. ResearchSubject
In this research, the subject of the research is limited to the
eightgrade in SM Al – FirdausSukoharjo. The researcher focused on
students with autism there. The classes consist of two autism students from
nineteen students.
L. The Source of Data
Data source of the qualitative research can be taken from man, his
behavior, phenomenon, documents, archives, and others (Sutopo,
2006:57).  The research data in this research is collected in the form of
information about the strategies in learning English for students with
autism to eight grade students of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic
year 2017/2018. The sources of the data in this research include events,
informant, and documents.
1. Event
The event is in form of learning strategies that happened in
the class of English lesson which is related to the research. The
students activity of English lesson that happened in the class. It
conducted at eight grade students of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo.
The researcher collected the data about The Learning Strategies in
Study English for Autim Students. The observation was hold by the
researcher in order to record the situation and conditions during the
study English in the class. The researcher was assisted by the
English teacher in SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo, Mrs. Iskawati, S.Pd.
2. Informant
Hornby (1995) stated that informant is a person who gives
information about something. In this research, the researcher
collected information from some informants. The researcher took
Mrs. Iskawati, S.Pd as an English teacher, Mrs. Alviana, S.Pd and
Mrs. Eva Oktavia, S.Pd as a companion teacher for autism students.
3. Document
Document is written information about something. According
to Sutopo (2006: 61) document is written material which related with
certain event or activities. In this research, the researcher collected
documents such as textbook used as the teaching learning material,
student’s worksheet, lesson plan of the English subject matter, and
syllabus. In order to support the analysis, the researcher also took
some pictures and record the video of the classrom setting, the
available media in the classroom, and also some teaching tools
M. Technique of Collecting Data
The technique of collecting data is way used by investigator to gain
a data. According to Cresswell (2012: 297-298) the required data and
information are taken from observation, interview and documentation. The
research instrument of this study was gained in the form of observation,
interview, and documentation.
1. Observation
Observation is based on direct experiences in order to
researcher interact with people in setting directly. The researcher can
make a field note based on what she had seen, setting, manner and
whatever in accordance with real situation. Observation is an activity
of viewing the research subject in detail. Suharsimi Arikunto stated
that observation is an effort of doing research in order to gain the
information to another people in order the people are able to give the
information needed (Arikunto, 1998:136).
In this method, the researcher observed directly teaching
learning activities and also those involved in those activities to know
the learning strategies. This research is about the English teaching
activity, the condition of classroom and also to observe the physical
environment of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo.
What would be observed are activities in classroom, how the
teacher communicates with autism students in the teaching process. In
this case, the researcher would observe all of process of the teaching
learning and the learning strategies used by English teacher and a
companion teacher of autism students.
2. Interview
Interview is a research method in which an investigator ask
another individual, questioned designed to obtain answer relevant to a
research problem. Sutopo (2006: 59) stated that interview in the
descriptive qualitative research is generally done by giving the open-
ended questions.  It has purpose to gain the deep information and it is
done by using the unstructured formally things in order to get the
views of the subject observed about many things that bring advantages
for gaining the detail information.
Interview is a dialogue done by the interviewer to get
information from interviewees. The researcher do interview the
companion teacher of students at eighth grade students of SM Al -
Firdaus Sukoharjo, especially autism students about their learning
strategies related to improve their English ability. In this research, the
researcher used structured interview to get the data, in this technique
every informant is given the list of questions which related the research
problems. The researcher prepares the list of questions before
interview the informant or other material like note book to write the
important data the information from informant. The interview has done
by researcher through:
a. The English teacher
For the English teacher, the researcher asked about what are the
strategies implemented by English teacher in teaching English.
The researcher also asked about implementation of teaching
strategy there.The researcher also asked about problems faced by
the teacher during teaching and learning process and the efforts of
the teacher to solve the problems.
d. The companion teacher (Guru PendampingKhusus)
For the companin teacher, the researcher asked about the real
condition of autism students, characteristic and types of students
who are focused by researcher, setting condition and also the
implementation of learning strategy there.
3. Review of related Document (document analysis)
Documentation Based on Sutopo (2002: 69) written
documents are sources of research, which are often having
important role in qualitative research. Further, he explain that
document is used in research because of some reasons: document is
source of research, which is stable, rich and supported; it is as
evidence to a testing and it has natural characteristic so it is
appropriate to qualitative research. Document analysis will be
carried out to select the documents related to the students learning
strategies. The researcher will analyze the written document
coming from the list of students' score from the English teacher,
worksheet, note, and lesson plan or student individual program.
N. Instrument of the Research
The main instrument of this research is the research herself. The
researcher placed herself to be the main instrument because the design of
the research is descriptive qualitative. For the descriptive qualitative
design, the researcher is the main instrument. So, the researcher would be
more active to find the information for this research.
In this research, the researcher is not the one and the only
instrument. The researcher used additional instrument for doing the
research, for example: hand phone for recording the interview, note book
for writing the phenomena which was happened, hand phone for capturing
the learning process in the classrom and any other supporter instruments
which were used by the researcher.
In other hand, the researcher also used the other additional
instrument for collecting the data. They are syllabus, lessn plan for
knowing about the method and learning process, material, text boook and
students worksheet. The researcher used the addtional instruments for
getting more information which was useful for the research.

O. Technique of Analyzing Data
Data analysis is the process of systematically searching
andcompiling the data obtained from interviews, field notes, and other
materials, so it can be understood easily, and its findings can inform
others.
In analyzing data, after the researcher collected the data, the
researcher usesdescriptive qualitative research. As using this technique,
the researchercollected data, arranged data, and presented data. The
qualitative method iskind of research without using any calculation or
statistic procedure. After collecting the data, the data was analyzed based
on The Miles and Habermen (2002: 95) theory framework for qualitative
data analysis by three components, as data reduction, data display, drawing
or verifying conclusion. In this study, the process of the analyzing the data
is aim to describe in the learning strategies in study English for autism
stdents at the eighth grade students. It is mean thar reducing the data is the
starting point to analysis the data. Then, the researcher present the data be
able the process the facts is systematically and logically so that event
occurring in tis research is clear. The data in this research is analyzed by
using descriptive qualitative method.
Figure 3.2: Components of Data Analysis
1. Data Reduction
Not all of the result of research is important, it means that the
important information must be taken and unimportant information
must be ignored. In this process, the researcher selected, focused,
simplified, and abstracted the raw data from the field note (Sutopo,
2006: 114). The data reduction has be done during the research
activities. In the observation of data collecting there are many things to
observe. The researcher only focuses on the data about the strategies in
learning English for students with autism to eighth grade students of
SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic year 2017/2018.
2. Data Display
Display of the data is description of the data. Data display is a
set of information which have been classified and organized based on
the data reduction which lead to conclusion (Miles and Habermen,
2002: 95). The display of data can be done in the form of brief
description, charts, relationship between categories, and so on. The
most frequent form of data display for qualitative research data in the
past has been narrative text. By data display, the data is organized,
arranged in a pattern of relationships that will be easily understood. In
this research, the researcher arranged the data in description data in
order to describe the phenomena happens. The researcher analyzed al
of the data which she got from the research and took the data which
support to the topic of the research.
3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification
Presented preliminary conclusion is still tentative and will
change if not found evidence that supports strong data collection on
the next stage. The conclusion in qualitative research may be able to
answer the statement on the problem that formulated from the
beginning, but maybe not, because as has been stated issues and
problems in the qualitative research is still tentative and will be
developed after research in the field. In this study, conclusion are
drawn continuously throughout the course of study. The researcher
applied this technique to describe and analyze the data from the result
or research about strategy in learning English for students with Autism
systematically.
P. The Trustworthiness of the Data
To determine the trustworthiness of the data, the researcher needs
some techniques of examining data. The examination is done based on
some criteria. There are four criteria used: credibility, transferability,
dependability, and conformability. The trustworthiness of the data can be
done by partcipation prolongation, diligence of research, triagualation,
colleague checking, and sufficiency of references, negative cases analysis,
and member cherk (Meleong, 2000: 175). In this research, the researcher is
going to use triangualtion.
According Meleong (2000: 178). Triangulation technique is the
technique of examining the trustworthiness of the data which uses the
things outside the data in order to examine the data and to be compare of
the data. Triangulation is devided into four techniques: (1) triangulation by
using methods (2) triangulation by using  source (3) triangulation by using
theories and (4) triangulation by using invstigator. Triangulation by using
methods means that the researcher will check the credibility of the data of
the research and the data resources by using several data collection
techniques and analyze them by the same method. Triangulation by using
resources means that the researcher will compare and recheck the
credibility of information found in the observation with the data interview
and compare it with related documents. What mans by tringulation by
using theory is a techniques of examining data by fnding standard of
comparison from n analysis explanation as s supporting data get a valid
evidence of the research result. The last technique used in tringulation is
using investigator is that the researcher will recheck the credibility of his
data by his own research or other researcher.
The researcher used triangulation of method because the researcher
used interview and observation to gather data. The researcher connected
the result of interview and observation . Trianguation of method, involved
using multiple data gathering procedures.
BAB IV
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION
A. Research Finding
The research finding here is based on the problem statement,
namely: strategies in learning English for students with autism at the eight
grade students of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic year 2017/2018.
It consist of learning strategies, the method used and the media used. The
description of the research finding here will be started by teaching learning
process in study Engish for autism students, in the teaching learning
process the researcher would explanation about the students role, the
teacher role, the learning strategies and main activity. After that the
researcher will be describing the strategies in learning English for students
with autism to eight grade students of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in
academic year 2017/2018.
1. The Data of Observation
Based on the data of this research, the researcher obtained the
data about the strategies in learning English for students with autism to
eight grade students of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic year
2017/2018. The learning strategies in studying English for autism
students are as follows:
a. The observation of Classroom Result
1) Class Observation 1
Name of class : Eight grade students
Participants : 19 students
Date : Thursday, August 03th, 2017
Time : 09:35-10:25 a.m
Before the class started, the English teacher and students
pray together. After pray was done, then the English teacher
greeted the students with English simple greeting. The teacher
wouldn’t continue the teaching learning process before the
students responded back. The English teacher reviewed about
the last lesson before the English teacher stepped forward into
the next subject. The communication was built in English
language combined with bahasa Indonesia after the English to
make the students understood about what the teacher said. This
was aimed to make the students got usual with English
language in teaching learning process. Not only reviewing the
last subject, the English teacher also ask them about their
condition for that day as a warming up before the main activity
begun. The students were responding very well to the English
teacher. The English teacher also instead several jokes on the
communicating with the students to eliminate the negative
feeling of learning English.
The English teacher gave the students descriptive text with
the material about Asking and Giving Fact. The teacher asked
the regular student to read the text one by one and after that the
teacher asked students to translate the text. When the students
get difficult vocab, the teacher asked the students to search in
dictionary. They listened the material that the teacher
presented. Tito try answered question from the teacher. He is
autism students who active but sometime he did not enthusiasm
when followed the lesson.
“untuk di pelajaranitusebisanyadulu aja, dia masuk kelas
itu nanti dilihat materinya apa bagaimana nanti kalo dia bisa
mengikuti kalo ngga nanti bisa di carikan di buku-buku yang
sesuai dengan kemampuannya dia, tapi sejauh ini dia bisa
mengikuti kelas”. (seen appendices: interview with the
companion teacher)
Lala was calm student, but sometime she was not
concentration in learning so when the teacher asked her a
question she confused how to answer it.
“kalau untukmasalah fokus belum bisa,sama
konsentrasinya yang agak susah tapi kalau untuk penerimaan
materi bisa dia”. (seen appendices: interview with the
companion teacher)
The companion teacher always gave direction for Tito and
Lala. The teacher asked the students to make a group, then the
teacher gave task to describe picture about animals. After they
were done observing the picture, the English teacher gave them
some information about material and also gave them
explanation about Asking and Giving Fact of material that day.
The English teacher asked the students about any parts that
they might not understand about the material given and also
gave them several question of the vocabularies of describe
about animals. The students trying to describe about the
picture. The English teacher kept controlled the class and the
companion teacher helped the autism students if there were any
parts might be missed by the students. The teacher gave them
several minutes to discuss about the picture and asked them to
write it down into a paper.
The subject would still be continued for the next meeting.
The English teacher reviewed about the materials for that day
and also gave the students some clues for the next meeting’s
material. The students looked very enjoyed during the class
hour. The English teacher closed the meeting with say
Hamdallahand salam. From the autism student’s response, we
could know that the autism students were enjoying their
English learning time.
2) Class Observation 2
Name of class : Eight grade students
Participants : 19 students
Date : Friday, August 04th, 2017
Time : 10:45-11:45 a.m
The lesson would be began after the English teacher greeted
and asked about how the student’s condition and check the
attendance list for that meeting. The teaching learning process
started after the students respond to the English teacher. As
usual, first of all, the English teacher and students together
reviewed about the materials from the last meeting before
stepped into the next material.
The English teacher checked student’s task, and asked the
first group to come forward as a representation and describe in
English language. Member of group read their task and other
group was answered. The student was active in the class. Tito
was answered the question and correct.
“speakingnya kan paling harus ada pengulang-ulangan
seperti kosa kata, kalo ada kosa kata baru harus di ulang-
ulang yang bener gimana gitu” (seen appendices: interview
with the companion teacher)
The characters of autism students on that class are different
and the frequencies of every students are different also. The
companion teacher have some technique how to communicate
with autism students, usually the companion teacher was repeat
what the English teacher said. To make them understand the
lesson but sometime the companion teacher used body
language and picture to make them understand.
The students must done the task before the class was over.
The bell was ringing, it was a sign that lesson hour ended. The
teacher and students together made a review about the materials
that meeting. The teacher asked them about their feeling after
they had the lesson for today. The meeting closed with
Hamdallah and salam.
Based on interview and observation by researcher, teaching
students with autism is not easy. To create effective learning
and teaching process, the companion teacher must be creative
and prepare the media based on students’ interest.
“Kalauanakyang regular
mungkinmedianyaitubiasmenggunakan visual maupun verbal,
tetapiadabeberapa ABK yang
mungkindiamemilikiketerbatasanpendengaran,
kemudianwicaranyajuga. Jadidikondisikansesuai inklusif
nyasianak”.(seen appendices: interview with the English
teacher)
3) Class Observation 3
Name of class : Eight grade students
Participants : 19 students
Date : Thursday, August 10th, 2017
Time : 09:35-10:25 a.m
The teacher greeted the students, check attendance list and
asked them about how the students’ condition for that meeting
as usual. The teacher also reviewed about the last meeting with
the students, but there was something different from the several
meeting before. The teacher and the students were reviewing
about the last meetings material. Continued to the next level,
the teacher gave students material about the generic structure of
descriptive text.
In this occasion, the teacher gave the students the video
about places and also parts of the school. The video contained
several colorful pictures and word to show the names of each
parts of the school. It also has a game to test and to check the
students understanding of the vocabularies.
The teacher did not divide the class into several group like
she did before. It was and individual task to measure the
student’s vocabularies and their writing skill. The task must be
based on the generic structure formula that has given in the
beginning of the lesson. The students must done the task before
the class was over.
The teacher asked students to come forward and made a
presentation about their task in English language. The other
students were listening to their friend’s presentation and gave
some feedback for it. It was fun and the students summed very
enjoyed the lesson.
The subject would still be continued for the next meeting.
The English teacher reviewed about the materials for that day
and also gave the students some clues for the next meeting’s
material. The students looked very enjoyed during the class
hour. The English teacher closed the meeting with say
Hamdallahand salam.
4) Class Observation 4
Name of class : Eight grade students
Participants : 19 students
Date : Friday, August 11th, 2017
Time : 10:45-11:45 a.m
The class would not be started before the pray as usual.
After the pray was done, the English teacher continued to
greeted the students and also checked the attendance list first.
The teacher greeted the students with salam and asked about
how were the students condition that day. The English teacher
reminded the students about the last task for them who did not
finish the task yet.
Suddenly, Tito get out from the class because the condition
of class was crowded. The autism students dislike noisy class.
“…karena anak autis tidak suka dengan keramaian. Ketika
kondisi kelas udah ramai maka anak autis itu akan marah,
emosionalnya akan naik seperti teriak-teriak atau nanti
banting apa saja yang ada di dekatnya”. (seen appendices:
interview with the English teacher)
The English teacher gave the students several minutes to
speak up if there was any difficult parts that the students did
not understand about the material given. Seemed there was not
any problem appeared with the students considered that there
was not any students complained. Therefore, the teacher did not
divide the class into several groups. The English teacher only
shown several picture and asked the students to make a
compare about the picture. The teacher did not point at any
students, but it was the students that should raised their hand
and made a score for themselves. Lala trying to answered and
the answer is correct. The students looked very enthusiastic to
join the game.
“Metode yang saya guanakan yaitu tanya-jawab
mbak.Kayak Lala bisa diberikan soal questioner”. (seen
appendices: interview with the English teacher)
The last ten minutes, the teacher and students together
reviewed about the materials given that day. The teacher
always gave an opportunity for the students to communicate
about their problem with the English teacher if the students had
any difficulties in understanding the lesson.
The English teacher asked the students to keep learning and
reminded them that there would be a written test for the next
meeting. The teacher asked them to prepare well about all the
materials given. The teacher closed the lesson by Hamdallah
and salam. The observation today was over. The researcher said
thanks for her helps on this day to the English teacher and the
companion teacher who guide the autism students in the class.
2. The Learning Strategies in Studying English for Autism Students
Based on the result of observation and interview thestrategies in
learning English used by students with autism can be seen in the table
bellow:
T
a
b
l
e
4.1 Strategies in learning English Used by Autism Students
Note:
 = The startegies applied by the autism students
- = The startegies that were not applied by the autism students
L = Listening Skill
S = Speaking Skill
R = Reading Skill
W = Writing Skill
METACOGNITIVE L S R W
Directed Attention - -   -
COGNITIVE L S R W
Repetition -   - -
Resourcing translation - -    
Note-Taking   - - -
Keyword   - - -
SOCIO-AFFECTIVE L S R W
Coopperation -   - -
Question for Claification -   -  
Students with autism is the students who developmental
disabilities conditions of students including of complex neurological in
long life which comprise of behavior aspect,emotion, social
interaction, language, communication and interaction also disabilities
on emotional managerial and sensorical perception even in motorical
aspect. It means that the autism students is students especially who
have special needs to study in eight grade of SM Al-FirdausSukoharjo.
Based on the researcher observation students with autism are interested
with their own world students, they get low marks especially in
English subject. The researcher will present the data description of the
learning strategies used by them in improving their English ability.
The finding based on the researcher interview English teacher and the
companion teacher (Guru Pendamping Khusus/GPK) use some
strategies to improve their English ability there are listening, speaking,
reading and writing.
a. The Learning Strategy Used by Autism Students to Improve
Listening Skill
Based on the researcher observation and interview
English teacher and the companion teacher has a problem in
Listening class. The autism students did not know many word
that the narrator said in listening class, so when listening class
started they just silent and watch it. Based on this problem the
students with autism need a strategy to improve their listening
skill. So, the students with autism apply subcategories of
Cognitive Strategy namely Note-taking and Keyword to
improve their listening skill. Note-taking is writing down the
key words, and Keyword is identifying a familiar word in the
first language that sounds like or otherwise resembles the new
word and generating easily recalled images of some relationship
between the new word and the familiar word. Based on the
researcher observation autism students prepare book to write
down the new word and search the familiar word that they hear
when listening. This strategy help them to understand what is
the speaker says in listening class. It can be proved from the
interview with the companion teacher above.
“saya meminta si anak untuk mengeluarkan kertas dan
bolpointbarulah anak mendengarkan apa yang speaker katakan,
kemudian dia menulis kata yang dia dengar dan mencari arti
kata tersebut dengan menggunakan kamus elektrik (alfalink)”.
(The observation of classroom result)
“kadang-kadang mendengarkan dubbing game dari youtube”.
(seen appendices: interview with the companion teacher)
b. The Learning Strategy Used by Autism Students to
Improve Speaking Skill
Speaking is difficult skill for students with autism in
SM Al - Firdaus  Sukoharjo. Based on the researcher
observation autism students are silent. The teacher ask the
students with autism to speak a dialog or text description in
speaking class, they has problems with that because they did
not speak English very well. So, to solve this problem the
students use some strategy to improve their speaking ability.
1) Cognitive strategy
Students with autism use one’s subcategories of
cognitive strategies to improve their speaking skill. The
subcategories that the autism students use is repetition,
the students with autism try to memorize the text
ofEnglish speaking more than one. The students with
autism keep in their mind the text until memorize it
before they speak up. The students read and memorize
the text more than one. It can be proved from the
interview with the companion teacher above.
“Saya mencoba membacakanya text berulang – ulang
kali mbak, kemudian si anak mengikuti. Dan saya
meminta untuk menghafalkan kata - kata nya tersebut
kemudian meminta si anak untuk mengucapkan kata itu,
dan menjawab apa yang ditanyakan oleh Ibu Iska (the
English teacher)”
“terkadang juga untuk melatih skill speaking nya
menirukanpercakapan dari youtube, dia memperaktekan
percakapan setiap hari.”
2) Socio-affective strategy
Socio-affective strategy is actions learners take
interactions with other to assist their own language
learning.Students with autism apply two subcategories
ofsocio-affective strategy that are cooperation and
question for clarification. First, Cooperation refers to
how are learners discussing or working each other. The
students with autism in SM Al-FirdausSukoharjo apply
this strategy by working together with one or more
friends to get information, feedback, solve problems or
get language activity model. The students with autism
apply this strategy to practice read the text with their
friend in speaking. They discuss and work together with
their friends.
Second, question for clarification is asking to
teacher or reply, explain, and give examples about
language learning difficulties. The students with autism
in SM Al - FirdausSukoharjo apply this strategy by
asking the correct pronunciation to their friends, English
teacher or the comapnion teacher. This strategy help
them to improve their pronunciation and new vocabulary
beside speaking skill. It can be proved from the interview
with the comapnion teacher above.
“IbuIskamenjelaskanmateri, kemudianmemintasiswa-
siswiuntukmengartikankosa kata
bahasaInggriskedalambahas Indonesia.Siswa yang autis
pun memilikikesempatanuntukmenjawabnya,
ketikasalahdalammengucapkanmakasianakakanbertanya
kepadabuIskadanbuIska pun menjawabdengan
pronunciation yang benar.
SetelahmenjelaskanbiasanyaIbuIskamemintasiswauntuk
membuatkelompokkemudianmembuat text
deskripsisecarabersama-
samasesuaikelompokdansesuaidengantemayang sudah di
pelajari.Setelahitumemintasiswauntukmempresentasikan
nya”.
c. The Learning Strategy Used by Autism Students to
Improve Reading Skill
The students with autism in SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo
has a problem in reading especially in pronunciation, beside
that they did not understand about the meaning of the text that
they read. Reading subject in this English class usually read
some text and then answer some question about it, the students
especially students with autism get a problem to answer the
question because they did not understand the meaning of the
text that they read. So, to solve this problem students with
autism apply subcategories of cognitive strategy namely
Resourcing translation. Resourcing translation is making use of
language materials, here the language reference material that
students with autism used is dictionary. Dictionary is used to
students with autism to searching the difficult words that they
found in reading class. Based on researcher observation the
students find the meaning of difficult word by open the electric
dictionary (alfalink).This strategy help them to understand the
text and answer the question easily. It can be proved from the
observation in the class.
“Ibu Iska membacakan sebuah text kemudian beliau
mengertikan perkalimat. Sesekali memintasiswa-siswi untuk
mengartikan text tersebut, beliau memberikan pertanyaan
kepada murid autis kemudian dia menjawab dengan
mencarinya dikamus terlebih dahulu.” (The observation of
Classroom Result)
d. The Learning Strategy Used by Autism Students to
Improve Writing Skill
Based on the researcher interview writing is the difficult
skill for students with autismin SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo.
The autism students has problems in their vocabularies, they
just mastered a little vocabulary than regular students. Beside
that the teacher usually gives the students with
autismhomework to write down the Indonesian and ask the
students with autismto translate in English. So, to solve this
problem students with autismapply subcategories of cognitive
strategy. Cognitive strategy are more limited to specific
learning task and the students involve more direct manipulation
of the learning material itself. The students with autism apply
Resourcing translation to improve their writing skill.
Resourcing translation is making use of language materials,
here the language reference material that students with
autismused is dictionary. The students with autismnot many
apply the strategy because they have low ability in writing and
they get tired when the teacher ask to writing. It can be proved
from the interview with the companion teacher above.
“Untuk skill writing tidak begitu banyak mbak, karena anak
autis memiliki kelemahan menulis dan diam sudah  lelah ketika
menulis dan tulisannya pun tidak rapi”. (seen appendices:
interview with the companion teacher)
B. Discussion of The Research
Based on research findings, the researcher discusses the finding of
research. The discussion contains of the learning strategies in learning
English for students with autismat eight grade at SM Al - Firdaus
Sukoharjo. In the discussion section, the researcher tried to make
description of the research finding with the relevant references.
According to O’Malley and Charmot (1990: 1) “Learning
strategies are special thoughts or behaviors that individuals use them
comprehend, learn, or retain new information”. There are three learning
strategies by O’Malley and Charmot (1990: 44-45) namely metacognitive
strategies, cognitive strategies, and socio-affective strategies. The students
with autism of SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo used metacognitive strategies
(Directed Attention), Cognitivestrategies (Repetition, Resourching
translation, Note-Taking, and keyword) and Socio-Affective Strategy
(Cooperation and Question for Clarification).
The first strategy is Directed Attention, it is used by autism
students to improve their reading skill. In this case, they read a text to
know the content of the text and they used dictionary, encyclopedia or
textbooks to find the difficult words. It means that they decided in advance
to attend in general to learning task and to ignore irrrelevant distractors.
The second is Repitition, it used by students with autism to
improve their speaking skill. In this case they often used english to
commucicate with a companion teacher (guru pendamping khusus). It is
part of memorizing the dialog and imitating a language model, including
overt practice and silent rehearsal.
The third is Resourching Translation, it is used by students with
autism to improve their reading and writing skill. In this case, the students
with autismwrote the example of conversation in bahasa then he change
the text to English. It means that they use the first language as base for
understanding and /or  producing the second language.
The fourth isNote Taking, it is used by the students with autismto
improve their listening. In this case they wrote some difficult words from
the teacher explanation. In means that they wrote down the main iadea,
important points or summary of information presented orally or in writing.
The fifth is Keyword, it is used by autism students to improve their
listening skill. In this case, the autism students searched and identified
familiar words that they hear from teacher’s explanation in the class. It
means that they remembered a new word in the second language by
identifying familiar word in the first languge that sounds like or otherwise
resembles the new word.
The sixth is Cooperation, it is used by students with autism to
improve their speaking skill. In this case they cooperated with their friends
to make discussion to choose the suitable person. It is used by students
with autismto discuss and work together with their friends. It means that
they worked with one ore more peers to obatain feedback or model a
language activity.
The last strategy is Question for Clarification, it is used by students
with autism to improve their speaking skill. In this case, they often asked
question and correction about language learning difficulties to their
shadow teacher.They also asked to suitable friend when they were getting
difficult words.
There are a lot of learning strategies used by the students with
autism to improve their English ability. The differences happened in the all
English skill, they are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The
learning strategies used by students with autismgave the different effect to
students especially in the result of learning process. By using various
learning strategies in improving English ability, the reseacher concludes
four effects of employing various learning startegies. The four effects are
increasing their English ability, mastering English material easily, being
an effective students and getting the good score.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
Based on the explanation in the previous chapter, the researcher
wants to give some concluded the answer of the research problem
formulation of this thesis. The research problem formulation is “How is the
strategy in learning English for students with autismat the eight grade of
SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo in academic year 2017/2018?”. To improve
their English ability in to current study apply the three main classification of
learning strategies by O’Malley and Charmot. The three main classification
of learning startegies are metacognitive strategy, cognitive strategy, socio-
affective strategy.
The researcher can conclude the strategies in learning English for
students with autismat SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo. The learning strategies,
first, the students with autismapply eight learning strategies that consist of
one meta-cognitive strategy, such as: directed attention. four cognitive
strategies, such as: note-taking, keyword, repetition, and resourcing
translation. And two socio-affective strategies, such as: cooperation and
question for clarification.
B. Suggestion
Finish the observation and interviews in the strategy in learning
English for students with autismat the eight grade of SM Al – Firdaus
Sukoharjo. The researcher would like to give some suggestion wich may
useful for parents, the teacher, and the school who read this thesis especially
the English teacher who taught students with autism. Based on the result of
this research, the researcher present some suggestion as follows:
1. For the English teacher
a. The research suggest to the English teacher to learn and explore
more strategies in learning English for students with autismbecause
the learning strategies used to teach them should be the different way
from the strategy used to teach normal students. The teacher also
should be learning more about the autism itself, so that the teacher
can choose the best strategy to teach them.
b. The teacher should give motivation to the students in order that the
their students can be motivated to use the learning strategies to
improve their ability by using some methods in teaching learning
process.
2. For the students
a. The students have to do more practice English exercise in order to
improve their English ability.
b. The students should be more concentration when study English by
using some learning strategies.
3. For the parents
The researcher suggests to parents of student, that they should
guide their children to study at home. The private study held by parents
will be very helpful to students in more understanding the material from
the teacher. The parents also should more pay attetion in helping
children to prepare their school equipment.
4. For the SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo
The researcher suggest to the SM Al – Firdaus Sukoharjo
providing various media to teach and support the teaching and learning
process such as: pictues, video which related to the lesson, provide more
references books also provide language labolatory to improve learning
process.
5. For the other researcher
This research study was about the learning strategies used by
autism students. It is expected for the other researcher that the result of
this study can be used as additional references for the next research
about learning strategies in other source.
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APPENDIX
FIELD NOTES
Code : FN/ 01
Informant : Teacher
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Monday, July 24th 2017
Time : 14:15 a.m
This was the next step for the researcher went to SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo to give
the observation  letter. The researcher arrived in the school at 09:00 a.m . The
researcher walked to the security room to get permission. The security asked to
the researcher was came in International Office. In the International Office the
researcher met with the headcurriculum, in this moment the researcher explained
to him about the observation letter. The headcurriculum gave the permission to the
researcher to conducted research in the school. The headcurriculum immediately
asked to the researcher met with Miss Iska as an English teacher in eighth grade
students. The researcher went to class met with Miss Iska. The researcher
introduction herself to her and explained that the researcher would do research in
the school. Miss Iska is very friendly and willing to assist researcher to conduct
the research. The researcher asked to Miss Iska provided the researcher a list of
autism students and explained who the students which exceptional in VIII class.
After getting the list of autism students from her the researcher said that would
conduct observation in class and asked Miss Iska teaching schedule. Miss Iska
asked to researcher look at in the mading’s school. After getting permission and
data from Miss Iska the researcher said thanks you and would do the research
soon.
Code : FN/02
Informant : Students
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Thursday, August 03th 2017
Time : 09:35-10:25 a.m
The researcher came in SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo at 08: 50 a.m . Formerly the
researcher met with Miss Iska as Enlgish teacher at eighth grade students in SM
Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo. The researcher will do research the activity of learning
process to Lala and Tito from VIII class. Firstly, Miss Iska was teaching VIII
class at 09:35-10:25 a.m, the researcher followed the her to class. In the VIII class
Miss Iska showed the researcher that Lala was sitting in front of teacher’s desk
then Tito was sitting in the back. The researcher began observing the activity of
these two students. Miss Iska opened lesson and started to teach with descriptive
text material (Asking and Giving Fact). The teacher asked the regular student to
read the text one by one and then after that the teacher asked students to translate
the text. When the students get difficult vocab, the teacher asked the students to
search in dictionary. They listened the material that the teacher presented. Tito try
answered question from the teacher. He was autism students who active but
sometime he looked did not has enthusiasm when followed the lesson. Lala was
calm student, but sometime she was not concentration in learning so when the
teacher asked her a question she confused how to answer it. The GPK always gave
direction for Tito and Lala. The teacher asked the students to make a group, then
the teacher gave task to describe about animals. The VIII class was finished at
10:25 a.m, the observation today was over. The researcher said thank you to Miss
Iska for her helps on this day.
Code : FN/03
Informant : Students
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Friday, August 04th 2017
Time : 10:45-11:45 a.m
On Friday, August 04th 2017 the researcher conducted observation of the students
learning process in SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo. The researcher was conducted
observation after obtaining permission from Miss Iska as English teacher. In next
observation the researcher wants to know the process of learning for autism
students. Miss Iska came to the class then gave greeting and checked the attend
list. She asked the student was presented the task in front of class. Member of
group read their task and other group was answered. The student was active in the
class. Tito was answered the question and correct. The characters of autism
students on that class are different and the frequencies of every students are
different also. The GPK have some technique how to communicate with autism
students, usually the GPK have to repeat what the English teacher said. To make
them understand the lesson but sometime the GPK use body language and picture
to make them understand.
Appendix 1 Field Notes
FIELD NOTES
Code : FN/01
Title : Asking permission
Informant : the head-curriculum
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Monday, July 24th 2017
Time : 14:15 a.m
This was the next step for the researcher went to SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
to give the observation letter. The researcher arrived in the school at 09:00 a.m.
The researcher walked to the security room to get permission. The security asked
to the researcher wascame in International Office. In the International Office the
researcher met with the head-curriculum, in this moment the researcher explained
to him about the observation letter. The head-curriculum gave the permission to
the researcher to conducted research in the school. The head-curriculum
immediately asked to the researcher met with Miss Iskawati as an English teacher
in eighth grade students. The researcher went to class met with Miss Iskawati. The
researcher introduction herself to her and explained that the researcher would do
research in the school. Miss Iskawati is very friendly and willing to assist
researcher to conduct the research. The researcher asked to Miss Iskawati
provided the researcher a list of autism students and explained who the students
which exceptional in VIII class. After getting the list of autism students from her
the researcher said that would conduct observation in class and asked Miss
Iskawati teaching schedule. Miss Iskawati asked to researcher look at in the
mading’s school. After getting permission and data from Miss Iskawati the
researcher said thanks you and would do the research soon.
Code : FN/02
Title : Observation in the teaching learning process
Informant : The English teacher and the companion teacher
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Thursday, August 03th 2017
Time : 09:35-10:25 a.m
The researcher came in SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo at 08: 50 a.m. Formerly
the researcher met with Miss Iskawati as English teacher at eighth grade students
in SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo. The researcher will do research the activity of
learning process to Lala and Tito from VIII class. Firstly, Miss Iskawati was
teaching VIII class at 09:35-10:25 a.m, the researcher followed the her to class. In
the VIII class Miss Iskawati showed the researcher that Lala was sitting in front of
teacher’s desk then Tito was sitting in the back. The researcher began observing
the activity of these two students. Miss Iskawati opened lesson and started to
teach with descriptive text material (Asking and Giving Fact). The teacher asked
the regular student to read the text one by one and then after that the teacher asked
students to translate the text. When the students get difficult vocab, the teacher
asked the students to search in dictionary. They listened the material that the
teacher presented. Tito try answered question from the teacher.He was autism
students who active but sometime he looked did not has enthusiasm when
followed the lesson. Lala was calm student, but sometime she was not
concentration in learning so when the teacher asked her a question she confused
how to answer it.The GPK always gave direction for Tito and Lala. The teacher
asked the students to make a group, then the teacher gave task to describe about
animals.The VIII class was finished at 10:25 a.m, the observation today was over.
The researcher said thank you to Miss Iskawati for her helps on this day.
Code : FN/03
Title : Observation in the teaching learning process
Informant : The English teacher and the companion teacher
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Friday, August 04th 2017
Time : 10:45-11:45 a.m
On Friday, August 04th 2017 the researcher conducted observation of the
students learning process in SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo. The researcher was
conducted observation after obtaining permission from Miss Iskawati as English
teacher. In next observation the researcher wants to know the process of learning
for autism students. Miss Iskawati came to the class then gave greeting and
checked the attend list. She asked the student was presented the task in front of
class. Member of group read their task and other group was answered. The student
was active in the class. Tito was answered the question and correct. The characters
of autism students on that class are different and the frequencies of every students
are different also. The companion teacher have some technique how to
communicate with autism students, usually the companion teacher have to repeat
what the English teacher said. To make them understand the lesson but sometime
the companion teacher use body language and picture to make them understand.
Code : FN/04
Title : Observation in the teaching learning process
Informant : The English teacher and the companion teacher
Place : VIII of SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Date : Thursday, August 11th 2017
Time : 09:35-10:25 a.m
The researcher came in SM Al - Firdaus Sukoharjo at 08: 50 a.m.  As usual the
teacher came to the class and  the learning process was started by greeted, and
pray. The teacher checked the attendence list who did not come to the class. After
all completed the teacher provide a stimulus. The teacher continue the material
yesterday which discuss about descripive text. The material in this session is
game. The teacher asked to the students to discribe about animals. After that the
students presentation the task in front of class read clearly and other students
answer the question based on the text. Lala and tito listened the text that the
member of group presented and they were tried to answer it, they helped by the
companion teacher. The companion explained again what the speaker said, they
often asked about the sentence that they were not understand. On the other side,
they tried to answer it and they were not afraid to answer incorrectly. The
observation today was over. The researcher said thanks you for hel helps on this
day to Miss Iskawati and the companion teacher who guide the autism students in
the class.
Appendixs 2 Intrument of Interview
Interview with the English Teacher
1. Selamatsiangbu, bolehkahsayabertanyamengenai proses
pembelajaranBahasaInggrisdikelasini?
2. ApapersiapanibusebelummemulaipembelajaranbahasaInggris?
3. Apakahibumenyusunpersiapan-persiapansepertimateri,metode, media
sebelummasukkelasuntukmengajar?
4. Bagaimanapersiapanmateri,
apakahdisesuaikandengantujuanpembelajaran?
5. Bagaimanaibumendapatkansumbermateri?
6. Apakahkurikulum yang digunakanuntuksiswainklusidansiswa  regular
sama?
7. Bagaimanapersiapanmetode di dalam RPP,
apakahjugadisesuaikandenganjenismaterinya?
8. Bagaimanapersiapan media pembelajaranuntuksiswainklusidansiswa
regular apakahdisesuaikandenganmateri?
9. Bagaimanadenganevaluasinyabu?
10. Untuksoal-soalsemesteran, ibumembuatsendiriataudarisekolahan?
Apakahuntuksiswainklusidibedakansoalnya?
11. Bagaimanainteraksisiswainklusidalam proses pembelajarandikelasbu?
12. Apakahsiswainklusimemilikimotivasibelajar yang tinggi?
13. Apasaja factor pendukungdalampelaksanaanpembelajarandikelas?
14. Apa saja faktor penghambatnyabu?
15. Startegibelajarsepertiapa yang digunakanolehsiswainklusi?
Interview with the Companion Teacher
1. Apakahpersipanibusebelummendampingisiswainklusisebelumpembelaj
aranbahasaInggrisbu?
2. Strategi / metodebelajarsepertiapa yang
digunakansiswainklusidalambelajarbahasaInggrisbu?
3. Metodeapasaja yang digunakansiswainklusidalamkemampuan writing,
speaking, reading dan listening?
4. Apasajakendala yang
dialamiibuketikamenyampaikanmateribahasaInggriskepadasiswainklus
i?
5. Bagaimanaibumenyikapimasalahtersebut?
6. Apakahsiswainklusimemilikimotivasibelajar yang
tinggidalambelajarbahasaInggrisbu?
7. Bagaimanainteraksisiswainklusidalam proses pembelajarandikelasbu?
8. Media apa yang ibu gunakan?
Appendixs 3 interview with the English teacher
INTERVIEW
Hari/tanggal : Senin, 07 Agustus 2017
Waktu : 11:00 – 11:45 WIB
Kegiatan : wawancara
Object : Iskawati, S.Pd (ISK)
Lokasi : Perpustakaan SM Al – Firdaus Sukoarjo
Pewawancara : Septy Dwi Wardaniek (SDW)
SDW : Assalamu’alaikumWr. Wb. Selamat siang Ibu, saya Septy Dwi
Wardaniek dari IAIN Surakarta, mahasiswi jurusan Pendidikan Bahasa
Inggris. Sebeumnya saya minta maaf karena telah mengganggu waktu ibu.
Saya disini ingin mewancacarai ibu mengenai pembelajaran bahasa Inggris
di kelas ibu. Saya mau tanya mengenai proses pembelajaran bahasa Inggris
di kelas  ibu. Apakah sebelum, sebelum mengajar itu ada persiapannya bu?
ISK : Wa’alaikumslaam mbak, iya mbak tidak apa-apa. Kalo persiapan iya,
disiapkan paling materi yang akan di sampaikan kemudian kesiapan siswa
juga ketika masuk kelas apakah mereka benar-benar sudah siap. Ketika
mulai pembelajaran saya selalu bertanya “sudah siap apa belum ?”gitu.
SDW : Apakah kalau untuk menyusun persiapan-persiapan seperti materi,
metode, media itu ibu sudah mempersiapkan sebelumnya?
ISK : Iya mbak jauh-jauh hari.
SDW : Kalau untuk persiapan materi itu apakah disesuaikan dengan tujuan
pembelajaran bu?
ISK : Iya mbak.
SDW : Untuk sumber-sumber materi ibu biasanya mengambil dari buku apa bu?
ISK : Buku tiga serangkai mbak.
SDW : Itu sebagai acuannya ya bu ?
ISK : Iya, kalau dari internet kita juga gunakan untuk tambahan aja. Apabila
materi yang di sampaikan  di buku kurang lengkap maka kita mencari
sumber lain.
SDW : Untuk kurikulum, disinikan inclusive school. Untuk kurikulum untuk
anak berkebutuhan khusus apakah disamakan bu?
ISK :Kurikulumnya itu sama, yang membedakan nanti  modifikasinya.
Maksudnyagini, kita mengajar untuk anak inklusif misalnya materitentang
genre nah nanti utuk yang regular itu standarnya itu standar text tapi kalau
untuk anak inklusif  itu tegantung dari inklusinya apa, jadi soal standar itu
di turunkan. Meski secara garis besarnya itu sama. Untuk anak  inklusif itu
ada RPP nya sendiri.  Namun kalau untuk guru mata pelajaran itu nanti
RPP nya di modifikasi.
SDW : Secara garis besar apakah RPP sudah sesuai dengan realita
pembelajaran?
ISK :Tidak juga. Kalo saya terkadang materi tidak sesuai pembelajaran karena
RPP itu kan sifatnya rencana. Tapi nanti pada pelaksanaanya mungkin kita
tidak sesuai denganRPP karena kita melihat kondisi di lapangan.
SDW : Kalau untuk media pembelajaran sendiri untuk anak berkebutuhan
khusus dengan regular itu gimana ibu?
ISK : Kalau anak yang regular mungkin medianya itu bias menggunakan visual
maupun verbal, tetapi ada beberapa ABK yang mungkin dia memiliki
keterbatasan pendengaran, kemudian wicaranya juga. Jadi dikondisikan
sesuai inklusif nya si anak.
SDW : Kalau untuk evaluasinya belajar sendiri itu seperti apa bu, kan saya
fokusnya di anak autis. Nah itu untuk evalusi pembelajaran seperti nilai
dan ujiannya seperti apa ?
ISK : Kalau untuk evaluasi pembelajaran saya mengevaluasinya dari soal kerja
siswa untuk anak inklusi dan saya akan mengevaluasi ketika saya
berkomunikasi langsung dengan anak.  Jadi ketika saya menyampaikan
materi maka saya akan berkomunikasi lansung ke anak, kira-kira mana
yang bias diapahami dan mana yang belum bias dipahami, dari situ nanti
saya akan memberikan standar kerja yang pas untuk si anak ini seperti apa.
SDW : Untuk soal-soal semesteran ibu membuat sendiri atau dari sekolahan?
ISK : Tidak bikin soal. Disini untuk semesteran membuat karya ilmiah. Kalau
anak inklusi biasanya bikin produk (handmade) nanti di presentasikan.
Kita ga ada lagi soal-soal seperti itu.
SDW : kebetulan dikelasnya ibu, saya fokus ke lala dan tito. Itu untuk produk
yang telah mereka buat apa ya bu?
ISK : unntuk Tito kemarin dia mencoba membuat lukisan dari potongan kertas.
Kalau untuk Lala itu membuat vas dari stik es krim. Mereka kemarin
pokoknya membuat produk.
SDW : Untuk faktor pendukung dan penghambat dalam prose pembelajaran di
bahasa Inggis itu apa saja bu?
ISK : Lebih ke fokus mbak, untuk Tito itu motivasi belajarnya yang kurang
kalau Lala itu fokusnya namun dia motivasinya bagus.
SDW : Untuk pembelajaran bahasa Inggris itu strategi belajar yang ibu gunakan
seperti apa untuk anak yang inklusi?
ISK : Strateginya untuk anak inklusi itu pendekatan secara personal.
SDW : Kalau untuk metode-metodenya seperti apa bu?
ISK : Metode yang saya gunakan yaitu tany-jawab mbak. Kayak Lala mungkin
bisa diberikan soal questioner tapi kalau untuk Tito itu belum bisa karena
kita harus banyak berinteraksi/komunikasi dengan dia.
SDW : Kalau untuk kemampuan mereka bagaimana bu, seperti skill listening,
speaking, reading, dan writing bagaimana apa bu?
ISK : Untuk Lala yang sudah kelihatan itu listening dan readingnya. Kalau
untuk Tito speaking dan listening, karena Tito kurang suka membaca.
SDW : Ketika pembelajaran keadaan anak seperti apa bu, apakah juga emosian?
ISK : Pasti mbak, karena anak autis itu tidak suka dengan keramaian. Ketika
kondisi kelas sudah ramai maka anak autis itu akan marah, emosionalnya
akan naik seperti teriak-teriak atau nanti banting apa saja yang ada di
dekatnya. Yang lebih tau dengan latar belakang anak itu guru pendamping
khususnya jadi nanti bisa ditanyakan.
SDW : Terimakasihataswaktunya ibu. Wassalamu’alaikum.
ISK : Iya mbak sama-sama. Wa’alaikumussalam.

Appendixs 4 Interview with the companion teacher
INTERVIEW
Hari/tanggal : Senin, 18 Agustus 2017
Waktu : 09:00 – 09:30 WIB
Kegiatan : wawancara
Object : Alviana, S.Pd (ALV)
Lokasi : Ruang kelas
Pewawancara : Septy Dwi Wardaniek (SDW)
SDW : Assalamu’alaikum. Perkenalkan ibu,  sayaSeptyDwiWardaniek
mahasiswi dari IAIN SKA dari jurusan PBI, monggo ibu bisa perkenalan
terlebih dahulu.
ALV : Perkenalkannamasaya Alviana guru pendamping khusus, disini
memegang ananda Tito.
SDW : Untukpersiapanibusebelummendampingi Tito sebelumbelajarbahasa
Inggrissepertiapabu?
ALV : Karena Tito kanbaru sajamasuk di kelasinijadisayabelummenyiapkanapa-
apasoalnyatatatertibnyadiaituharusmasukkelasdulu, untuk di
pelajaranitusebisanyadulu
ajadiamasukkelasitunantidilihatmaterinyaapabagaimananantikalodia bias
mengikutikalonggananti bias dicarikan di bukubuku yang
sesuaidengankemampuanyadia, tapisejauhinidia bias mengikutikelas.
SDW : Kalountukstrategiataumetodebelajarsepertiapa yang digunakanuntuk Tito
dalambelajarbahasa Inggris?
ALV : Kalo Tito sendirikanmasihmasalahnya di
konsentrasijadiharusselalumengingatkankonsentrasinyamemaksakankonse
ntrasinya di pelajarankelasitubagaimana,soalnyakankalodia di
kelaspikirannyakemana-manadangabisa diem, paling
mendampingisajakarenadiabahasa Inggrisnyaudahbagusdan bias
mengikutikelasjadihanyakonsentrasinyasaja.
SDW : Kebetulan penelitian saya inikantentang learning strategy
nyabelajarbahasa Inggrisuntukanakautis, jadi fokusnya hanya pada
Laladan Tito. Lhauntukmetodeyang digunakan Tito dalamkemampuan
wrting,speaking, listening danreadingnya seperti apabu?
ALV : kalau Tito itudari main game danyoutubejadi diamungkin bias bahasa
Inggrisnyadarisitu,dapat kosakatanyadari situ, carabicaranya dan
nulisnyajuga dari situ.
SDW : Kalountukkendalanya yang di alami jenengan ketika meyampaikan
materi bahasa Inggris itu apa bu?
ALV : Kendala ada di konsentrasi dan mood nya dia, kadang masih pengen
main – main jadi kurang fokus.
SDW : Kalo untuk menyikapi masalah tersebut seperti apa?
ALV :  Ditenangan dulu, kemudian di ingatkan agar memperhatikan apa yang di
sampaikan oleh bu Iska.
SDW : Kalo untuk si Tito memiliki motivasi yang tinggi tidak bu dalam belajar
bahasa Inggris?
ALV : Motivasi untuk belajar dia kurang. Jadi kendala utama nya mood,
motivasi sama konsentrasi.
SDW : Kalo untuk menyampaikan materi ke Tito diapaham tidak bu?
ALV : Dia sebenarnya bisa dan paham terutama mata pelajaran bahasa Inggris,
tapi ya itu tadi kendalnya di konsentrasi.
SDW : Untuk interaksi di dalam kelas seperti apa?
ALV : Kalo interaksi itu belum bisa. Teman yang cowok itu kadang ga mau
dekat sama dia karane klau lagi kumat si Tito sukanya mukul tapi kalo
yang cewek lebih care sama Tito.
SDW : Kalau untuk media yang ibu gunakan dalam pembelajaran apa?
ALV : Sama menggunakan buku - buku dari sekolahan, Tito tergolong bisa
bahkan vocabnya dia juga banyak.
SDW : Terimakasihataswaktunya bu. Maaf mengganggu. Wassalamu’alaikum.
ALV : Iya mbak gapapa, sama-sama. Wa’alaikumussalam.
INTERVIEW
Hari/tanggal : Senin, 07 Agustus 2017
Waktu : 10:00 – 10:30 WIB
Kegiatan : wawancara
Object : Eva Oktavia, S.Pd (EO)
Lokasi : Ruang kelas
Pewawancara : Septy Dwi Wardaniek (SDW)
SDW : Assalamu’alaikum. Perkenalkan ibu,
sayaSeptyDwiWardaniekmahasiswi dari IAIN SKA dari jurusan PBI,
monggo ibu bisa perkenalan terlebih dahulu.
EO : Perkenalkannamasaya  EvaOktavia, sayadisini sebagai guru pendamping
khususnya Lala.
SDW : UntukpersiapanibusebelummendampingiLalauntukbelajarbahasa Inggris
seperti apa bu?
EO : Kalosebelumnyakankalo disini guru pendamping khusus itu dari semester
awal di beri buku pegangan namanya PPI, ituseperti kayak silabustapiitu
modifikasijadisetiap semester baru.
SDW : Kalountukstrategi/metodebelajar yang
digunakanolehLaladalambelajarbahasa Inggrisapabu?
EO :
KaloLalaitukasusyadiakalodalampembelajarannggaadamasalahmbak,diaka
nmasuknyaautisartinya diatas rata-ratajadikalaudalampembelajaranitu bias
ikut regular.
SDW : Kalo untuk fokus itu bisa tidak bu?
EO : Kalauuntuk masalah fokus belumbisa,samakonsentrasinya yang
agaksusahtapikalauuntukpenerimaanmateribisadia.
SDW : Kalau untukmetode yang
digunakanLaladalammegasahskilsepertiIT,listening,speaking,readingnyait
usepertiapabu?
EO : Kalodiasebenarnya reading itubisa, Cumakalo yang speakingnyakan
paling harusadapengulangan-pengulangan sepertikosa kata, kaloadakosa
kata baruharusdiulang-ulang yang benergimanagitu.
SDW : Kalountukreadingnyasendiri gimana bu?
EO : Reading nyakalo kata kata yang vocab sederhanabisa.
SDW : Untuk  readingdiabisayabu?
EO : Bisa, tapikannantikitacukupmembenarkansaja, kalo Cumabacaan
sederhana diabisa.
SDW : UntukkendalaibudalammenghadapiLalaitu apa saja bu?
EO : Kalokenakasusautisitu paling di emosinya, itu yang paling susah. Kalo
untuk mengajarkan tidakadamasalahsamasekali.
SDW : KalountukLalaituseringkambuhgitunggabu?
EO : Iya paling hal-hal simple mbak,
seumpamabarangmilikdiadiambiltemenataudigodapastidiateriak-
teriakbiasanya.
SDW : Terusuntukibusendirimenyikapikendala-kendalaitusepertiapabu?
EO : Paling kanadaprogramnyajuga, disetiap program-progamitukanada.
Seumpamacontohdiemosiperilakudisitujugaadabagaimanacaramenanganin
ya.
SDW :TerusuntukLalasendirimotivasinyauntukbelajarbahasa
Inggrisnyagimanabu?
EO : Kaloautisitukanbahasa Inggrisnyabagus-bagus. Contoh Tito,
yakarenakandiasuka ngegame. Biasanyaanak yang sukangegame
itukanbahasainggrisnyabagus
SDW : KaloLalanggabegitusuka ngegame yabu?
EO : Ngga, mungkinnggaterlalu suka computer paling handphone.
SDW : Kalountuk speaking nyaitudiaberanibicaradidepankelasnggabu?
EO : Berani mbak.
SDW : KalountukinteraksinyaLalasendiri di
kelasdengantemannyaataudenganpembelajarangimanabu?
EO : Paling kaloLalaitubiasanyaharusseringdiajakngobroldulu,
kalonggadiajakngobroldianggabakalngomong.
SDW : Diamgitubu?
EO : Ya kayak punyadunianyasendirigitu lo mbak, sukanyanyanyi-
nyayisendiri.
SDW : Kalo untuk media belajar untukLalaituapabu?
EO : KaloLalaitucenderungsukanya di gambar-gambar gitu, seumpama
adasuatugambardisuruhmenceritakanitubisa.
SDW : Kalountuk jenengan pribadi misalnyamateri menyiapkan
madiaterlebihdahulu tidak bu?
EO : KaloLalasendiriituikut regular terusmbak, paling
nantikaloadacontohlatihankonsenttrasiituprogramnyaadasendiri.
SDW : Kalountukujiankankatanyauntuk anak berkebutuhan khusus itu membuat
handmade/kerajinantangansendiri,kaloLalasendiriudahpernahbikinapabu?
EO : Kalo pas tahunkemarenkanbukansayapendampingnya, masihbuAnik.
Kemarenterakhiritubikinkerajinan vas bungadarisedotan mbak.
SDW : Kalountukkarya-karyaitu disimpandimana bu?
EO :  Ada di puspa mbak, hasilkaryaanak-anaksemuaadadisitu.
SDW : Terimakasihataswaktunya ibu. Wassalamu’alaikum.
EO : Iya mbak sama-sama. Wa’alaikumussalam.
Appendixs 5 Instruments teaching learning process
Instruments proses pembelajaran
NO Proses Pembelajaran YA TDK
1 Guru memberikan salam sebelum kelas dimulai. 
2 Guru bertanya kabar siswa. 
3 Siswa bertanya kabar guru. 
4 Guru cek presentasi siswa sebelum pembelajaran. 
5 Guru memberikan motivasi sebelum pembelajaran. 
6 Guru mengecek kesiapan siswa belajar baik secara fisik
maupun psikilogis.

7 Guru menanyakan pengalaman siswa dalam berbahasa
Inggris (social chat).

8 Guru menjelaskan tujuan pembelajaran atau kompetensi
yang akan di capai.

9 Guru menyampaikan garis besar cakupan materi dan
penjelasan tentang kegiatan yang akan dilakukan siswa.

10 Saat pembelajaran berlangsung, apakah guru
menyapaikan materi.

11 Adakah umpan balik dari siswa saat guru menyampaikan
materi.

12 Saat pembelajaran berlangsung, apakah kelas kondusif. 
13 Saat pembelajaran berlangsung apakah siswa ramai
sendiri.

14 Setelah pembelajaran selesai, apakah siswa dan guru
menyimpulkan hasil belajar.

15 Apakah guru memberikan umpan balik pembelajaran. 
16 Apakah guru memberikan tugas untuk di kerjakan di
rumah.

17 Apakah guru menyampaikan rencana pembelajaran untuk
pertemuan berikutnya.

18 Guru memberikan salam penutup saat pembelajaran
selesai.

Appendixs 6 Students List
Students List
SM Al-Firdaus Sukoharjo
Subject : Eight Grade Students
Teacher : Iskawati, S.Pd
NO NAME MALE/FEMALE
1 Adristito Prasaja Widyarto M
2 Ahmad Maulana Roslan M
3 Alliya Savana Amanullah F
4 Ayu Hari Murti F
5 Baya Najja Raja Aira M
6 Cantika Dewi Larasati Tony Haryono F
7 Fabian Farell Oktaviano M
8 Ilyas Wahyu Bharata M
9 Ilyasa Nur Wicaksono M
10 Irshad Haqqi Almukarimy M
11 Khairunnisa Sheila Ruhannato F
12 Muhammad Sabiq Baqiyyatullah M
13 Nabila Afra Pramudita F
14 Najwa Shafira Devina F
15 Narendra Rangga Wibowo M
16 Rafizanur Andhara Imania F
17 Respati Ahmad Bilal Akbar Pambudi M
18 Venra Tryas Sutanto M
19 Zahria Harum Prasetiati F
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